The Christmas festivities at the London Hospital took place this year before Christmas. It was thought by the governing body that the previous Saturday would be more generally convenient, and accordingly the afternoon and evening of that day were given up to the entertainment of the patients, the wards being visited, between four o'clock and closing time, by bands of students, known respectively as Crocks, Musketeers, Magpies, and Stop Gaps. Dressed appropriately so as to represent their names, they gave songs, humorous recitations, dances, and short sketches, all of which created great diversion and elicited enthusiastic applause. The nurses and the medical and surgical staff, of course, rendered untiring assistance in providing for the comfort and enjoyment of the patients. An Many of the cases of febricula you will meet with will occur in children.
Here you will take the temperatures by placing the thermometer in the groin. With the patient lying on the back, move one leg outwards, and carefully place the bulb and adjoining part of the instrument snugly in the groin, and then replace the limb, laying the bended knee over its fellow. Maintain it in this position for the necessary length of time for a proper observation to be made, and on removal you will find a satisfactory record. Now I will pass on to a consideration of the first of the specific fevers which I have selected as a topic for lecturing on.I take the subject of measles for my purpose. This fever, although it mainly affects children, is one from which people of all ages may suffer, and I presume that it rarely attacks adults because they have been protected from it by having suffered from the disease in early life. That it is by no means a simple and harmless complaint is shown by the mortality tables and by the heavy death rate which it causes in a new and unprotected community. Thus At the end of three months Mrs. Bagot quitted her " beloved Rondebosch," and went to Naauwpoort, at that time the most advanced base hospital on the road to Bloemfontein. As she expected to remain there at least a fortnight, she asked herself how to find some work to occupy the time. " These white hospital tents in the distance seemed to give the only reasonable solution to this question," and to the tents she accordingly went.
It is due to both the P. M. There is a decided dislike, at least in|England, to eating horseflesh in any form.
The fact that the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals has had to summons a horse dealer for allowing horses to go along the roads when they were quite unfit to work has led again to the defencer which has often been made before, that the horses in question were not going to be worked, but to be eaten. They were simply making their way to the sea-coast in the cheapest manner possible?on their own legs?and when they reached the water they would be taken across to the Continent, thence to return in a different form, in the guise of German sausage. Now it is quite certain that there is a large demand for this equine sausage, as it is cheap to buy and tasty to eat, and I know that it is a great favourite for supper in some kitchens, because the servants say that " it has so much more flavour than cold meat," meaning beef and mutton. Moreover, it is apparently wholesome enough, ill effects after a hearty meal being almost unknown, so that it must probably be prejudice rather than any firmer foundation which has caused the universal housewife to shudder at the notion of having such flesh in the house. But It is not usual for a nurse to sleep in a convalescent man's room, and I strongly recommend "A Watcher" to refuse to do so if ever it is proposed to her. She could sleep in a room close at hand, and go in once or twice during the night, and if she is a heavy sleeper get some cord, fasten it to her patient's bed-post, slip it through his key-hole, then through her's, and hang a small hand-bell on the bed in her room, so that if her patient required anything, he could ring her up. The sooner that " Matron" is asked to resign for the sake of the nurses in her institution the better; no wonder they get a bad name when their matrons are so lax.
" Duty " writes: It is always best to ask the doctor in attendance if he wishes the patient to be awakened to take medicine or food, as it is often ordered to be taken at regular times. Certainly the time each thing is taken should be written down, and the quantity of food or stimulants, also how long the patient sleeps, and if quiet or restless when asleep. It is for each nurse to decide for herself if it is right to sleep in a patient's room, whether that of a man or a woman.
If a nurse is old enough to nurse a man in a private house she ought to be old enough to sleep in the same room, if the necessity arises. Of course, there could be a screen between the patient's bed and the nurse's, unless, as is often the case, the latter has a small one at the foot of the patient's. If the arrangement is unpleasant for the nurse it is also unpleasant for the patient. Of course, in a much larger hospital it would be more difficult for her to go all round every day, but would it not be better for her to take a junior sister to help her with the housekeeping and some of her routine work, rather than to allow the actual superintendence of the nursing to pass out of her own hands ? For however senior a ward sister may be, she would be willing to discuss her difficulties with the lady superintendent; the assistant could be appointed for a fortnight or a month at a time, and then be replaced by another. 
